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Descripción
La muerte de la luz, encarnada en el dios Baldr marca la decadencia de la ciudad de Asagarth,
el alzamiento de la oscuridad y la llegada del traidor Loke. El dios del trueno deberá alzar de
nuevo su martillo contra sus ancestrales enemigos en la que sin duda será su última batalla.

2 Nov 2017 . I'm sure most of you are running out to see Thor: Ragnarok tonight, and if you're

relatively new to the Thunder God you may be in the mood for some Thor comics to maintain
the high. Well in that case Marvel and Comixology have some very good news They are
making THREE classic Thor graphic novels.
14 Oct 2017 . Director Taika Waititi says that the God of Thunder actor is underrated as a
comedian.
8 Nov 2017 . In a comic series called Avengers Disassembled, we witness the basic plot to
Thor: Ragnarok. Please note that there is a lot more to the story, but here are the key plot
points. In Thor's portion of the series, we witness the entire destruction of the Asgardian race
(Thor included). One cool Easter egg is that his.
Fans were less than impressed with the second Thor film, but after watching the first trailer for
Thor: Ragnarok, it'd be hard to not be excited for the movie. Thor: Ragnarok appears to be
taking cues from other Marvel films like Guardians of the Galaxy and Ant Man by taking a
lighter approach than its predecessors. The trailer.
20 Oct 2017 . There may have been laughs in the first two Thor movies, but they were much
darker and more serious-minded than what director Taika Waititi and writers Eric Pearson,
Craig Kyle and Christopher L. Yost have cooked up in Thor: Ragnarok, essentially a flat-out
comedy disguised as a superhero comic book.
3 Nov 2017 . Spoilers for Thor: Ragnarok ahead. Of all the Thor movies, Thor: Ragnarok is
the one that changes our hero the most, both mentally and physically. Not only does he get a
haircut (thanks, Grandmaster), he's also sans his famous red cape for a huge chu…
25 Oct 2017 . Story by Mark Beresford & Aleecia Jae Dawson. It's been a topic of great debate
amongst fans for some time as to whether or not Thor and The Incredible Hulk were the
weakest of the main Marvel cast in their abilities to hold their own films, however, Thor:
Ragnarok puts the past behind it, managing to.
27 Oct 2017 . What appeals to me most about the concept is the idea that Ragnarok represents
a sort of finality you rarely find in superhero comics. Mainstream superheroes are perpetually
trapped in the middle act of a never-ending story. They're rarely allowed to retire, grow old
and die. Or if they do, it's only a matter of.
Thor: Ragnarok, the third in the trilogy of Thor movies from Marvel, features some scenes set
on the world of Sakaar where Thor finds himself facing the Hulk in gladiatorial combat: the
Contest of Champions. The comics in this bundle tie into these events: The Incredible Hulk
#609 and #611 are part of the "World War Hulks".
25 Oct 2017 . When someone mentions the name Thor these days, most folks immediately
start thinking of a certain comic book superhero that has been in a few movies lately. If I were
to speak the word Ragnarok, then those same people would think I speak of the newest film in
that hero's franchise. But trust me.
Join us in The Chesterfield before the movie! Hosted by KCCC and 96.5 The Buzz's Hartzell!
For millennia Asgard has stood tall, the impenetrable home.
6 Nov 2017 . Tune in to find out! Catch up on the saga of the MCU's Thor! Follow us on
Twitter! Seth Dixon - @sethdixon00 Lucas Harbolt - @LucasHarbolt Josh Day @JoshDay413 Show Feed - @comicplunder The post Comic Plunder Podcast Episode 30 Thor Ragnarok appeared first on Comic Plunder.
6 Nov 2017 . 'Thor: Ragnarok' is a wild ride, and though it borrows quite a bit from the
comics "Ragnarok" event, it deviates in a few key ways.
3 Nov 2017 . In Marvel Studios' Thor: Ragnarok, Thor is imprisoned on the other side of the
universe without his mighty hammer and finds himself in a race against time to get back to
Asgard to stop Ragnarok – the destruction of his homeworld and the end of Asgardian

civilization – at the hands of an all-powerful new.
2 Nov 2017 . “Thor: Ragnarok” is one of the silliest and least substantial of recent comic-book
movies — a jokey, unapologetically nonsensical romp that makes “The Avengers” look like
“The Godfather.” Working from a screenplay by Eric Pearson, Craig Kyle and Christopher L.
Yost, director Taika Waititi (“Hunt for the.
3 Nov 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok continues the MCU tradition of mining the comic book long
boxes in an effort to appease fanboys and wow general audiences with their bottomless pit of
grand sci-fi spectacle. The plots may be twisted and splintered to fit running times and
contemporary perceptions of action movie heroics,.
Ragnarok.the Twilight of the Gods in Norse mythology.the destruction of the Nine Worlds.
And now, three hundred years later, the birth of vengeance. Walter Simonson returns to
comics in a BIG way with an all-new series. and doing what he does best!!
23 Oct 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok is really good — and it's also one of the wildest and craziest
installments of Marvel's cosmic cinematic universe yet. And that's the perfect combination for
recommending some comic books that will help make sense of a weirdly space-themed Norse
epic and the Hulk in gladiator armor.
6 Nov 2017 . I've had many conversations with my father about comic book movies, and they
mainly consist of him saying the same thing: they're too over-the-top and ridiculous. I respond
that they're.
22 Jul 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok is looking like the roadtrip movie of the fall, and Marvel
definitely delivered at Comic-Con today. In the movie's latest trailer, Thor starts out saying
he's been on a "journey of.
22 Oct 2017 . Here's everything you need to know about the characters and locations being
introduced in Thor: Ragnarok as informed by the comics. In this guide I've also pointed to
some of the comic book stories to read involving these characters if you want to know even
more about them.
Event Synopsis. Overview. Ragnarok is the eternal cycle of death and rebirth for the
Asgardians. During this cycle, Asgard is destroyed and a number of gods will die. Eventually,
the gods will be reborn and the cycle will begin anew. While each Ragnarok is largely the
same, there are some differences between them.
22 Jul 2017 . Marvel's panel at Comic-Con 2017 brought a brand new look at Taika Waititi's
'Thor: Ragnarok.'
2 Nov 2017 . 'Thor: Ragnarok' has the best Tomatometer score in comic book movie history,
but it doesn't have the best average critic rating.
22 Jul 2017 . Cast and crew delight fans at Comic-Con with new footage of Thor and Hulk in
action, with Cate Blanchett as the evil Hela and Jeff Goldblum as the Grandmaster. Plus
highlights from Marvel panel at San Diego Comic-Con.
31 Oct 2017 . "Thor: Ragnarok" introduced some new comic characters to the Marvel
Cinematic Universe. Here is who to expect.
The administrator of this site (view-comic.com) cannot be held responsible for what its users
post, or any other actions of its users. You may not use this site to distribute or download any
material when you do not have the legal rights to do so. It is your own responsibility to adhere
to these terms. If you have any doubts about.
3 Nov 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok has it all: sibling rivalry, superhero battles, the final fate of
mythical realms, and the Hulk dressed up like a gladiator. It's the kind of movie designed to
have you exiting the theater wanting more—and that's where we come in. Or, more accurately,
that's where the following five comic runs.
Watch the THOR: RAGNAROK Comic-Con Trailer at LandmarkCinemas.com. Imprisoned on

the other side of the universe, the mighty Thor finds himself in a deadly gladiatorial contest
that pits him against the Hulk.
3 Nov 2017 . It's Hammer Time: 10 Comics For 'Thor: Ragnarok' | GoComics.com.
31 Oct 2017 . If the Marvel universe were a party, right now we'd be reaching that moment
well after midnight when everyone has loosened up and is having a great time, but one wrong
word or look could make it all go sideways.
18 Feb 2015 . Ragnarok offers action-packed high adventure and sweeping storytelling from
some of my favorite creators in comics, with a story that hooked me from the first page. Of
course, the bright side to coming late to the book is that I managed to catch up on the first
three issues all at once rather than wait, and with.
7 Sep 2017 . On the set, late last year, of Thor: Ragnarok, one name kept popping up in
conversation over and over again: Jack Kirby. The renowned artist crafted some of the wildest
and most vivid comic-book panels, filling even the edges of the frame with meticulous detail
and color. The production design for Thor:.
28 Oct 2017 . Taika Waititi was a strange choice to direct the latest outing in the everexpanding Marvel Cinematic Universe. The indie darling behind low-budget gems such as
What We Do in the Shadows and Hunt for the Wilderpeople isn't short of fans in film-buff
circles, but what would he do with a multi-million-dirham.
8 Nov 2017 . Now that you've seen the movie, let's have a long talk about the Thor Ragnarok
comic changes and how the film remixes the character's history.
3 Nov 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok is here, and it is so hard to believe we now live in a world where
there are three Thor movies. Thor has always been one of the biggest, boldest, brashest,
sweepingly epic comics that Marvel publishes. For decades the exploits of Thor and the gods
of Asgard were positively unfilmable.
Find and save ideas about Ragnarok comic on Pinterest. | See more ideas about Thor
superhero, Loki movie and Thor villains.
10 Nov 2017 . There was one major reason Karl Urban wanted to be a part of the new Thor:
Ragnarok movie. Cate Blanchett. "I got a call out of the blue from the director, Taika Waititi,"
says Urban. "Once he told me 99 per cent of my scenes with be with her, I said, 'Where do I
sign?'" Blanchett, who plays villain Hela,.
2 Nov 2017 . Taika Waititi is the first person of color to direct a film in the Marvel Universe,
which was long overdue. But he approached Thor: Ragnarok like a true boss and the early
reviews are pretty epic. However, the New Zealand director has a message for the racist haters.
22 Jul 2017 - 2 min - Uploaded by Marvel EntertainmentSubscribe to Marvel:
http://bit.ly/WeO3YJ Follow Marvel on Twitter: https://twitter. com/marvel .
Over the course of his career, Walter Simonson has written and drawn nearly every major
character from both Marvel and DC Comics. Notable works include an adaptation of Alien,
once again with his Manhunter collaborator and close friend, Archie Goodwin, Star Wars, The
Fantastic Four, Orion and Elric. In the 1980s and.
3 Nov 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok, directed by Taika Waititi, is the best Thor solo movie — and
also the most divergent from the comic books.
THE BATTLE FOR MIDGARD! THOR and LOKI's unlikely alliance brings them to the front
line of battle…but will their teamwork be enough to hold back MALEKITH'S forces? The fate
of the realms is decided here! Don't miss the conclusion to our four-part prelude leading up to
fall's cinematic release Marvel's Thor: Ragnarok!
3 Nov 2017 . Chris Hemsworth cuts his hair and scraps his hammer in the new Marvel sequel
“Thor: Ragnarok.”
2 Nov 2017 . “Thor: Ragnarok” borrows from the best of two comic-book worlds: writer Greg

Pak's lauded 2006 story “Planet Hulk,” and the mighty words and pictures of writer-artist Walt
Simonson's epic '80s run on “The Mighty Thor.” Here are some “Ragnarok” moments ripped
straight from the comic panels of those two.
Results 1 - 10 of 49 . Number: STOR-EN001; Rarity: Common; Attribute Monster Type/Card
Type: EARTH Machine/Effect Monster; A / D: 100 / 300; Description: When this card is
Normal Summoned, you can Special Summon a number of "Compass Tokens" (MachineType/EARTH/Level 1/ATK 0/DEF 0) up to the number of.
19 Oct 2017 . The opening of Thor: Ragnarok credits three comic book creators, Marvel
Comics then-publisher Stan Lee, his brother Larry Lieber, and Jack Kirby for the characters
that the movie is based around. But longstanding comic book fans will know that the two
comics that the movie is mostly based on are the.
30 Oct 2017 . Le cycle éternel de Ragnarok décrit la naissance, la mort et la résurrection des
dieux asgardiens. Un cycle auquel Thor veut mettre fin. C'est une décision lourde de
conséquences, puisqu'elle pourrait signer la disparition du panthéon d'Asgard.
23 Jul 2017 . . trailer or teaser in honor of the convention to hype up the fans and showcase
new never before seen footage. This year was no different. Without further ado, here are the
top 10 film and movie trailers from Comic-Con this year: “Thor: Ragnarok”. The new trailer
for “Thor: Ragnarok” is here and has many,.
4 Nov 2017 . With Thor: Ragnarok bringing the thunder at the box office, let's take a look at 5
underrated (and underseen) comic book movies. Fair warning: It's not what you're expecting.
Get this set of 2 digital comics from Thor: Ragnarok today! Includes "Incredible Hulk (1999)
#92" and "Thor: God of Thunder (2012) #1." Code valid until 1/31/18 11:59 PM EST for one
(1) digital copy of Incredible Hulk (1999) #92 and Thor: God of Thunder (2012) #1 only.
Marvel user account and internet access required to.
4 Oct 2017 . Ragnarok is nigh! Damn. That was funnier a year ago. I mean Thor: Ragnarok of
course. Though honestly, our chances of making it to November are…well, in the words of
the sage, “Never tell me the odds.” Whether you're prepping for the end of our world or the
next installment of Marvel's Phase Three,.
22 Jul 2017 . A new "Thor: Ragnarok" trailer debuted at San Diego Comic-Con on Saturday
— see the new video footage.
22 Jul 2017 . Hulk Smash? Sure, but also -- HULK TALKS! In the new trailer from ComicCon, Bruce Banners green alter ego finally speaks. Check this out!
31 May 2017 . Comedy; Comics; Films. It's safe to say that MCU fans have high hopes for
Thor: Ragnarok. The recently released trailer struck a more adventurous tone for Thor's next
cinematic outing, while offering more humor and a bit of a Guardians of the Galaxy vibe. It
didn't hurt that the trailer also featured Thor's.
2 Nov 2017 . Dec 23rd 2017 'Thor: Ragnarok' VFX Behind-The-Scenes Video Released · Dec
23rd 2017 Marvel Recreates 'Thor Ragnarok' Moment In 'Incredible Hulk' Comic · Dec 22nd
2017 The 2017 ComicBook.com Golden Issue Awards Nominations for Movies · Dec 22nd
2017 Matt Damon Explains Why He Did.
25 Oct 2017 . "Thor: Ragnarok" is enjoyable precisely because it doesn't take itself seriously .
3 Nov 2017 . Director Taika Waititi had a specific vision for Thor: Ragnarok, and while it did
draw on comic books for inspiration, Waititi says he took more visual cues from his source
material than story beats. "None. I didn't really read any. I started reading a few but I got too
overwhelmed," Waititi told The Hollywood.
20 Dec 2017 . Though a big part of what made Thor: Ragnarok such a delightful change from
Marvel's other Thor films was its refreshing decision to embrace the visual whimsy of Jack
Kirby's style, the movie also owed a lot to writer Greg Pak's Planet Hulk storyline from 2006.

A new trailer and poster for Marvel Studios' Thor: Ragnarok debuted at San Diego ComicCon, during Marvel Studios' presentation in Hall H. In Marvel Studios' Thor: Ragnarok, Thor
is imprisoned on the other side of the universe without his mighty hammer and finds himself
in a race against time to get back to Asgard to.
23 Jul 2017 . The cast of Thor: Ragnarok descended on San Diego Comic-Con this weekend
for an advanced sneak peek at the next Marvel Adventure.
23 Jul 2016 . Marvel's Comic-Con panel revealed a new logo for Thor: Ragnarok and that the
Planet Hulk storyline WILL be incorporated during the events of the film.
Ragnarök is a fictional supervillain appearing in American comic books published by Marvel
Comics. A cyborg clone of the hero Thor, Ragnarök has a similar appearance and abilities but
uses them in opposition to the established heroes. Contents. [hide]. 1 Publication history; 2
Fictional character biography; 3 Powers and.
24 Jul 2017 . Wilderpeople and What We Do in the Shadows director Taika Waititi looks like
he had an absolute blast making Thor: Ragnarok. Marvel released the newest trailer for
Waititi's film (and it's a beauty), as well as the film's official synopsis: “In Marvel Studios'
Thor: Ragnarok, Asgard is threatened but Thor.
3 Nov 2017 . It began with a simple pitch. Just a few words long, in fact. It was 2005, and
comics writer Greg Pak was called into a meeting with Marvel Comics editor-in-chief Joe
Quesada and senior editor Axel Alonso. He'd just been asked to write the monthly series
Incredible Hulk, and the pair of higher-ups had an.
Ragnarok, Vol. 2: The Lord of the Dead. $9.99 – $24.99. Walter Simonson's Ragnarök Artist's
Edition Portfolio. $40.00. Ragnarök, Vol. 1: Last God Standing. $9.99 – $24.99. SINGLE
ISSUES. Ragnarök #10. $1.99 – $4.99. Ragnarök #11. $1.99 – $4.99. Ragnarök #12. $1.99 –
$4.99. Ragnarök #9. $1.99 – $3.99. Ragnarök #.
29 Nov 2017 . What I find even more frustrating is that Hulk's role in Ragnarok is directly
inspired by the comic Planet Hulk, one of the most highly regarded Hulk storylines in recent
memory and a personal favorite. Korg, Miek, and the planet Sakaar itself are all pulled from
this story, in which a stoic, intelligent Hulk rises.
8 Nov 2017 . As a comics character, Hela is similarly big and bad, but also complex in her
plans and motivations: She's a notorious double-crosser known for entangling heroes in
nefarious, last-resort bargains and agreements. In Ragnarok, however, she becomes a onedimensional destructive force. She's flattened.
Saturday night always belongs to Marvel Studios at San Diego Comic-Con. The company
strategically always takes the last slot in Hall H during the most popular day of the convention,
and in the last 10 years they have never failed to get fans incredibly excited for everything
that's coming up on their slate. This year was.
Find our selection of Marvel's Thor: Ragnarok graphic novels, collectibles, and more at
Indigo.ca! Get free shipping on orders over $25.
A description of tropes appearing in A Ragnarok Comic. A fan web comic by Chorvaqueen
about Ragnarok Online. A story about a moneygrubbing Alchemist named …
. LIVE; HIGHLIGHTS. SHOW FLOOR · FAN EXPERIENCES · SCHEDULE · GEEKY
SHOPPING · WHAT'S NEW · DC AT COMIC CON · REFER A FRIEND · COSPLAY ·
GUESTS; EXHIBIT. EXHIBIT WITH US · ABOUT · VENUE · Thor: Ragnarok Zone ·
utkarsh; Oct 23, 2017. Thor: Ragnarok Zone. previous article next article.
19 Oct 2017 . It has been a difficult year for Hollywood with summer box office dipping in
alarming fashion and the Harvey Weinstein scandal casting a shadow over the independent
sector. This is the point at which you need a good Marvel superhero film to come to the
rescue. Thor: Ragnarok doesn't entirely fit the bill.

Jeff Goldblum on his "Thor: Ragnarok" character.
11 Dec 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok Grandmaster concept art reveals a more comic-accurate design
for Jeff Goldblum's version of the Marvel character.
7 9 |O 8 6 A 2 To find a comics shop in your area, call the Comic Shop localor Service follfree at (888) 266-4226. International Licensing: (503) 905-2377 Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication Data Wood, Brian, 1972- author. The Massive. Volume 5, Ragnarok
/ story, Brian Wood; art, Garry Brown; colors, Jordie.
25 oct. 2017 . ÉCLAIRAGE - La divinité super-héroïque est de retour au cinéma. Pour mieux
comprendre son univers et pourquoi s'écharpe-t-il dans une arène avec Hulk, voici quelques
bandes dessinées à se procurer de toute urgence. Les comics à lire pour mieux comprendre
"Thor : Ragnarok" Crédit : Marvel/Panini.
23 Jul 2017 . Marvel brought a new trailer for Thor: Ragnarok to Comic-Con. Find it at
Empire.
31 Oct 2017 . They're called comic books for a reason too many superhero movies neglect.
Not Thor: Ragnarok, one keenly aware of how silly all this universe saving stuff is. Guardians
of the Galaxy is fun; this movie's funny. There's a difference. Chalk it up to the improbably apt
choice of Taika Waititi to direct Thor's third.
2 Nov 2017 . Whether you are in the mood for CGI action or witty chatter, the wildly
enjoyable “Thor: Ragnarok” justifies your hard-earned money, your two hours-plus and,
indeed, its very existence right up front. Within five minutes, our briefly imperiled hero chats
with a skeleton (it doesn't reply), blasts out of his chains.
27 Oct 2017 . The film's executive producer, Brad Winderbaum, explains that this “is the midfinale”. He adds: “We've got a giant, epic, Ragnarok-scaled finale in this film. One of the
biggest climactic set pieces we've done to date as a studio. Thor goes on this grand cosmic
adventure, and by the time it all wraps up in the.
31 Oct 2017 . Greg Pak, writer of the Planet Hulk comics, said he "absolutely loved" the new
MCU movie.
21 Jun 2015 . When the media discusses the potential comic influence of Thor Ragnarok, they
tend to fall back upon Michael Oeming's comic run. But um, Walter Simonson?
24 Jul 2017Watch the Comic-Con Trailer for 'Thor: Ragnarok.'
24 Jul 2017 . The Avengers movies are somehow getting more exciting they closer they come
to the end. Another San Diego Comic-Con has come and gone, and with it, a whole parade of
trailers for movies based on both comics and the comics-adjacent. There was a new trailer for
Justice League (very long and full of.
22 Jul 2017 . Welcome To Variant, Where We Love Comics And All Things Geekdom More
Than Just About Anything! VariantComics.com Is a Community Hub For Comic Book
Creators And Fans Alike. A Place Where Geeks Of All Ages And All Walks Of Life Can
Come Together. Be Kind And Enjoy! MEET THE CREW.
1 Nov 2017 . So you might be thinking to yourself, “I really enjoyed Ragnarok, and I'd love to
read more Thor and Hulk comics, but I don't know where to start.” Well good news, weirdly
specific hypothetical! We've done the heavy lifting for you and compiled a shortlist of Thor
and Hulk comics that you're bound to get a.
13 Oct 2017 . In graduating from modest—if acclaimed—comedies like What We Do in the
Shadows to Thor: Ragnarok, Taika Waititi made one of the most impressive career leaps of
any director in recent memory. Speaking to Stuff in his native New Zealand, he made it clear
why he was the right person for the job: he.
View HD Trailers and Videos for Thor: Ragnarok on Rotten Tomatoes, then check our
Tomatometer to find out what the Critics say.

13 Nov 2017 . Along with a menacing performance, Cate Blanchett's Hela sported a very
comic-faithful design in Thor: Ragnarok, especially with her iconic helmet. A new video
details the process of creating the prop.
27 Oct 2017 . Thor: Ragnarok; Reviewed by our Comic Book Expert, Steve Morrison. Do you
tend to like the same superhero movies that Steve Morrison enjoys? Then you are going to
LOVE Thor: Ragnarok.
2 Nov 2017 . WHEN MARVEL launched its Thor film franchise in 2011, the studio turned to
Kenneth Branagh, a filmmaker who could bring the gravitas of Shakespearean drama to the
Norse mythology of a comic-book movie. But after two films, it was time to lighten the mood.
So who better to draft for “Thor: Ragnarok”.
8 Nov 2017 . Now that Thor: Ragnarok is finally in theaters, we can officially gush about the
latest developments in the life of our favorite Nordic Avenger. The third.
2 Nov 2017 . WARNING: This article contains major spoilers for Marvel's Thor: Ragnarok,
opening Friday in North America with showings starting tonight. Thor: Ragnarok is full of
larger-than-life Marvel Comics heroes, from the thunder god himself to the Incredible Hulk to
Doctor Strange. But among all of those the.
Thor: Ragnarok Zone · utkarsh; Sep 22, 2017. previous article next article. READ MORE
FROM GEEKLY. SUPERFAN VIP PASS · Fairy Tail 1 · AXN Zone · Guinness World
Records 2018 · VOLUNTEER WITH US · ABOUT US · CONTACT US · CAREERS.
Powered by : CoDe JaMMeR Technologies. ×.
5 Nov 2017 . Despite the title, Thor: Ragnarok doesn't actually draw much from the Thor
comic book storyline of the same name from 2004. Instead, the movie is drawn from a variety
of comic book sources, each bringing a different element of the fall of Asgard — and pointing
toward the future of the movie series.
3 Nov 2017 . But if you appreciated the sci-fi grandiosity of Ragnarok, “The Asgard/Shi'ar
War” arc should give you another dose of cosmic opera fisticuffs. Running through issues 1519, the storyline pits two gods into an Olympian battle against the Mighty Thor, showcasing
primal, galaxy-shifting feats of destruction and.
Story arc where Thor and Asgard all seemingly die.
31 Oct 2017 . Thor is imprisoned on the other side of the universe without his mighty hammer
and finds himself in a race against time to get back to Asgard to stop Ragnarok - the
destruction of his homeworld and the end of Asgardian civilisation.
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